CHAPTER I

Introduction

1.1 Background

Nowadays, the development of technology has grown very rapidly and brings a tremendous change due to the technology of information can be obtained quickly, accurately and it is not limited by time and place. One of the growing sectors in technology development is the field of tourism contribute to distribute information sights are more interactive, especially through Internet technology.

Based on the reasons and the background, the authors are interested in creating the tourism information system for distributing objects sights in Papua. The authors considered it essential to lift the title: "Papua Tourism Information System Based on Web" to facilitate Department of Tourism Culture Youth and Sports provinces of Papua and West Papua in the make, store, and managing the data of tourism and it can provide information on the attractions in Papua thereby increasing the number of tourists visiting.

1.2 Scope

This project created with PHP Language program. This project focused on describing Papua tourism details. The problem limitations on this project can be explained as follows

1. This information system does not display video
2. This information system also does not explain the food and transport prices around the tourist-tourist
3. This information system is only an image and caption
4. This systems only show aircraft and ship route map towards a trip to a tourist
spot of Jogja, Jakarta, Bali and Surabaya without show the price.

1.3 Objective

The ultimate goal of the system only process the tourism information that existing on the provinces of Papua and West Papua, the system will input information and display information about attractions in Papua. Tourism content that presented on this system includes travel content consisting of beaches, lakes, islands, mountains and arts / culture. Users of the system include admin and visitors,